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Abstract

Distance bounding is often proposed as a countermeasure to relay attacks

and distance fraud in RFID proximity identification systems. Although sev-

eral distance-bounding protocols have been proposed the security of these

proposals are dependent on the underlying communication channel. Con-

ventional communication channels have been shown to be inappropriate for

implementing distance bounding, as these channels introduce latency that

can be exploited to obscure attempted attacks. Distance-bounding channels

for RFID tokens have been proposed but have failed to address distance fraud

or have not been practically implemented in an RFID environment. This pa-

per describes a near-field, bit-exchange channel design that minimises latency

and allows for more secure distance-bounding measurements, while still al-

lowing for a resource-constrained prover. Results from a proof-of-concept

implementation is also presented, which illustrates that a channel that is re-

sistant to both relay attacks and distance fraud is feasible in current RFID

systems.
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1. Introduction

RFID technology is a prevalent method for implementing proximity-based

services in systems that need to link a person or object to a specific location

or operational context. These systems operate on the assumption that the

token is in close proximity to the reader because of the physical limitations

of the communication channel. Proximity, and the associated trust, is espe-

cially important in secure RFID systems implementing applications such as

payment, identification and access control. For example, upon scanning a

access card a door is unlocked or when presenting a contactless credit card

the payment is authorised and goods handed to the customer present. How-

ever, using only the physical characteristic of the communication channel is

not suitable for securely proving the proximity of a token. An attacker can

use a proxy-token and proxy-reader to relay the communication between a

legitimate reader and token over a greater distance than intended, or simply

extend the range of his own device by modifying the communication channel

parameters, e.g. amplify the response.

Distance-bounding protocols determine an upper bound for the physical

distance between two communicating parties based on the round-trip-time

of cryptographic challenge-response pairs. This distance can then be used as

a cryptographic proof of proximity. Distance-bounding protocols are meant

to detect any extra delay in the prover’s expected response as an increase in

the round-trip-time extends the distance bound. Distance-bounding proto-

cols can therefore be an effective way to prevent relay attacks as the attacker

introduces a delay, even if it is only the additional propagation time be-

tween the proxy devices. The attacker cannot decrease the round-trip-time
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by preemptively transmitting his response as he is forced to wait for the

challenge, and as a result the probability of a successful distance fraud is

reduced. Time-of-flight distance-bounding protocols must be integrated into

the physical layer of the communication channel to accurately determine the

distance between the prover and verifier. This means that the security of

the distance bound depends not only on the cryptographic protocol itself

but also on the practical implementation and the physical attributes of the

communication channel. The communication channel used for the exchange

must, therefore, not introduce any timing tolerances that the attacker can

exploit to circumvent the physical distance bound. Communication channels

used in HF RFID systems utilise error-correction and packet delimiters that

introduce latency, and the physical transceiver architectures used have also

been shown to be vulnerable to late-commit and clocking attacks, which al-

lows the attacker to hide the extra time needed to relay data [14, 5]. The

conventional channels currently used in RFID systems are therefore seen to

be unsuitable for implementing secure distance bounding.

If distance-bounding is to be implemented in RFID systems then the

ability of the underlying channel to generate an accurate and secure time

measurement must considered. Any latency that could be exploited by an

attacker would need to be identified and the resultant effect on security

taken into account. The ideal situation would be to implement new distance-

bounding channels that minimise latency and provide strong security prop-

erties, while still allowing for a resource-constrained RFID token. The paper

starts by providing background information as to distance-bounding pro-

tocols and the general design requirements of a channel. Next we discuss
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existing proposals for distance-bounding communication channels within the

RFID environment and then describe in detail how a channel design suitable

for near-field RFID tokens could be implemented. Finally, we present some

initial results from a proof-of-concept implementation.

2. Distance-bounding background

Distance-bounding protocols calculate an upper bound for the physical

distance between two communicating parties, the prover and verifier, based

on the Round-Trip-Time (RTT) of cryptographic challenge-response pairs.

Distance-bounding was first proposed by Brands and Chaum [2] in 1994 and

since then distance-bounding protocols have become popular for doing secure

neighbour detection [25] and proving proximity in relative location systems,

such as in RFID and contactless smart card applications [15]. There are

three main types of attacks that are presented in literature with regards to

distance-bounding protocols:

• Relay Attack: A fraudulent third party tries to convince the verifier

that the prover is in close proximity. Both the verifier and the prover

are honest and unaware of the attack. This was first described as ‘mafia

fraud’ in [9] and is also known as a ‘wormhole’ attack in sensor-network

literature [17].

• Distance Fraud: The prover is fraudulent and tries to convince the

verifier that he is closer than is actually the case. Distance fraud was

first discussed in [2], and is known as ’wormhole’ attacks in the sensor

network context [18].
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• Terrorist Attack: The prover collaborates with an attacker, who

wants to convince the verifier that the real prover is in close proximity.

The prover’s motivation could either be that he is fraudulent, or that

he is honest but being coerced by the attacker. The “terrorist attack”

was first described in [8].

In most cases, protocols aim to prevent distance fraud and relay attacks.

The distance-bounding process detects the extra delay introduced by the

attacker when relaying the data. Even if the attacker could achieve zero

processing delay in relaying the data, the extra distance propagated would

increase the time-of-flight between prover and verifier. Distance fraud is

prevented if the distance-bounding protocol ensures that a prover must wait

for a challenge to arrive before sending a response. In other words, the value

of the response must depend on the challenge and the prover must not be

able to pre-emptively send a response, which would decrease the round-trip

time and influence the distance bound. In some cases proposals dealing

with trusted devices, e.g. contactless smart cards, will assume that the user

does not have access to the key material and that distance fraud is therefore

unlikely, i.e. the trusted device acts as the prover and is by definition not

fraudulent [23]. The user could attempt to use the trusted device as an oracle,

although that would more closely resemble a relay attack. Preventing the

“terrorist attack” altogether is difficult as it is generally an accepted condition

of security that the participants do not reveal their secrets. Some protocols

do, however, force the prover to reveal a valuable secret, e.g. long term key,

if it reveals all possible responses to a third party, thereby discouraging the

prover from collaborating with an attacker [3, 20, 32].
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2.1. Importance of the exchange stage

Distance-bounding proposals can further be classified by how they im-

plement different stages of the distance-bounding process. Most of these

distance-bounding protocols consist of three basic stages:

• Setup: The verifier and prover prepare for the exchange stage.

• Exchange: Timed exchange of challenge and response data.

• Verification: The verifier ensures that the exchange step has been

executed faithfully and can therefore use the RTT to calculate the

distance.

The timed exchange stage is the most critical, and the challenge-response

format must be designed in such a way that an accurate distance-bound can

be calculated while also ensuring that the cryptographic proof of proximity

remains secure. To prevent distance-fraud the response must depend on the

challenge. However, the possible variations in the processing delay td when

the prover calculates the response affects the round-trip time measurement,

which in turn causes the distance bound to be unreliable. The processing

delay should therefore be reduced to limit the inaccuracy in the time mea-

surements. Some protocols suggest that the prover calculates its possible

responses before the exchange stage. This is usually accomplished by using

pre-commitment or pre-computation. Now the prover only has to choose a

response R based on the challenge C received from the verifier during the

exchange stage, so td is significantly reduced. These protocols generally pro-

pose that the exchanges are constructed from single bits and that the function
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C → R is implemented using a simple XOR (R = M ⊕ C) or table look-up

operations(R = M0 if C = 0, R = M1 if C = 1) to minimise variation in td.

In protocols using pre-commitment, e.g. [2, 3], the prover prepares pos-

sible responses during the setup stage. For example, the verifier generates a

random challenge bit string, C = (C1, C2, . . . , Cl), while the prover generates

a response string, M = (M1,M2, . . . ,Ml). The prover commits to M , e.g. by

transmitting a collision-resistant message authentication code h(K,M). The

verifier then sends one Ci after another, which the prover receives as C ′

i. It

then instantly replies with a bit Ri = C ′

i ⊕Mi, which is calculated by XOR-

ing each received challenge bit with the corresponding bit of M . Finally

the prover reveals M and authenticates C ′, i.e. prover sends MAC(C ′)K to

verifier.

In protocols using pre-computation, e.g. [13, 23, 27], the prover and

the verifier calculates the possible response strings before the exchange stage

starts. For example, the verifier and the prover first exchange nonces NV

and NP . Both the prover and the verifier then use a pseudo-random function

F and a shared key K in order to calculate two n-bit response strings M0

and M1. If the prover receives challenge Ci it will respond with from the bit

string indicated by the value of the challenge, R = MC1

i . Since the verifier

also knows M0 and M1 at this stage the prover is effectively committed to

two response strings without explicitly making a commitment during setup.

As a result the prover does not have to open his commitment during the

verification stage, thereby decreasing the data that needs to be transmitted.

A third distance-bounding approach is timed authentication protocols, the

simplest form of ToF-based distance-bounding, where the basic idea is to
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execute a conventional challenge-response authentication protocol under a

very tight time-out constraint, e.g. [28, 30, 34]. For example, a verifier

V transmits a random n-bit nonce NV ∈R {0, 1}n to the prover P , who

replies with a message-authentication code h(K,NV ), where h is a keyed

pseudo-random function and K is a shared secret key. This set of protocols

generally time an exchange without considering variations in the processing

time of the response or the format of the challenge and response. This results

in possible inaccuracies in the round-trip time measurement. For example, a

smart card could take 100 ms to compute a public-key signature and a 1%

(1 ms) processing time variation could cause a 333 km error in the distance

estimate. Furthermore, the long exchange strings introduce latency that

an attacker can exploit. In general, this approach is not seen as a secure

distance-bounding method [5].

3. Distance-bounding channels

Time-of-flight distance-bounding protocols are dependent on time mea-

surements made at the physical layer of the communication channel to ac-

curately calculate the distance between the prover and verifier. This means

that the security of the distance bound depends not only on the cryptographic

protocol itself but also on the practical implementation and the physical at-

tributes of the communication channel executing the exchange stage. Con-

ventional communication channels are designed for reliable data transfer. As

a result, these channels feature redundancy and timing tolerances to prevent

bit errors. Such latency introduces uncertainty into the distance-bounding

measurement and can be exploited by an attacker not adhering to the com-
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munication channel ‘rules’ to gain a time advantage. The time gained by

the attacker can be used to obscure the extra time he introduces during

a relay attack, or if the response reaches the verifier sooner than expected

the attacker will be bounded within a smaller distance, thereby committing

a successful distance fraud. Clulow et al. [5] showed how an attacker can

gain a timing advantage by exploiting the time allowed by the verifier for

the transmission of redundant data, such as framing and error correction, at

the packet level of the communication layer. Hancke et al. [14] also demon-

strated how the attacker can achieve similar timing benefits at the physical

level, i.e. by exploiting timing tolerance in the coding and modulation stages

of RF transceivers typically used in RFID systems. Systems planning to use

distance-bounding protocols must, therefore, implement special low-latency

channels.

3.1. Channel Design Requirements

A distance-bounding channel provides the verifier with a timed measure-

ment, from which to determine the distance bound. This measurement must

be as accurate as possible and should not include any additional latency that

can compromise the security of the protocol. To protect against possible

attacks at the physical and packet layer the designer of a distance-bounding

protocol should optimize the choice of communication medium and transmis-

sion format according to the following principles [5]:

• Use a communication medium with a propagation speed that approaches

the physical limit for propagating information through a vacuum.

• Use a communication format in which the recipient can instantly react
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on the reception of each individual bit. This excludes most traditional

byte or block-based communication formats, and in particular any form

of redundancy such as error-correction and packet delimiters such as

headers and trailers.

• Minimize the length of the symbol used to represent each single bit or,

if working with a baseband signal, the verifier should sample as early

as possible during the bit period and base his decoding decision on the

value of this single sample. This minimises the time that the attacker

can potentially gain.

An additional communication channel, which shortens the bit period and

allows for single bit exchanges is therefore required to obtain a useful distance

bound. A practical implementation, however, must also take into consider-

ation the limitations of the hardware and the operating environment. Some

key issues influencing the design are:

• Hardware constraints: We assume that the verifier, e.g. the RFID

reader, has more resources compared to the prover, e.g. the RFID

token. Complex operations, such as variable delay lines and the gen-

eration of high-frequency sampling and synchronization clocks, should

therefore be implemented by the verifier. For a reliable distance bound

the prover’s hardware must have a predictable processing delay td. The

prover’s system clock is derived from the received HF carrier, which

means that it is not trusted. As a result, the prover should imple-

ment asynchronous circuitry that functions independently of the sys-

tem clock.
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• Synchronisation: The prover and verifier require a synchronization

signal to exchange pulses and provide a timing reference. For example,

the channel proposal described in Section 4.3 suggests that the prover

and verifier trigger their operations on a zero-crossing of the carrier

transmitted by the verifier. Using the carrier for loose synchronization

is a possibility, although it might not be feasible for a bit exchange

to occur on every zero crossing, i.e. this would require a low-resource

13.56 MHz token to transmit a bit every 36 ns. The prover and the

verifier could, however, use the carrier to generate a lower-frequency

synchronization signal. Other possibilities are the transmission of a

preceding timing pulse, followed by the data pulse, or switching the

carrier on and off.

Figure 1: The effect of sample timing and pulse width on the distance bound.

• Timing and distance resolution: The timing accuracy influences
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the resolution of the distance estimate. The simplest timing method

is to start on the synchronization signal, wait for a fixed time tm, and

then sample once. If the correct response is sampled, the verifier can

calculate the propagation time tp from the round-trip time tm = 2·tp+td

and estimate the distance to the prover as c · (tm − td)/2. It should

be noted that this estimate only bounds the distance to the prover as

the width of the response pulse tw introduces some uncertainty. As

shown in Figure 1, the actual distance to the prover can be anywhere

between c · (tp − tw/4) and c · (tp + tw/4). This situation arises because

the verifier does not know the exact time the response arrived, only

that it sampled during the response. The verifier could have sampled

right at the end, or the beginning, of the response, which means that tm

measured is tw/2 greater, or less, than the actual round-trip time. The

resolution could be improved by sampling multiple times or decreasing

tw.

• Bit representation: The transmitted symbols that indicate the value

of the challenge, or response bit, also affect the time measurement. In

the ideal case, the symbols will be chosen in such a way that the verifier

can distinguish between the different symbols, and also detect when no

response is received. For example, an on-off keying scheme would make

distance estimation more complicated since the verifier does not know

whether it received a ‘0’ or whether the response arrived before, or after,

he sampled the channel. The two different symbols should also provide

identical timing information. Symbols based on pulse-position schemes

are therefore not suitable as these provide ambiguous timing, i.e. is
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the pulse in the second time slot of the symbol, or is the pulse in the

first time slot of a symbol transmitted later? Even if synchronization

prevented this ambiguity, an attacker immediately knows that he needs

to transmit a pulse in the second slot if the first is empty. If the attacker

could relay this finding before the second slot started he would provide

the correct response, within the required time, in approximately half

of the exchanges.

• Security of the distance bound: We assume that a relay attacker

will not cause any additional delay apart from the time it takes for

the signal to propagate over the extra distance. This is the best theo-

retical attack scenario for the attacker as in practice additional delay

could also be introduced by operations in the proxy token and reader.

The attacker should not be able to decrease the processing time of the

prover, which would enable the attacker to possibly obtain informa-

tion about the response material from the legitimate prover before the

verifier starts to transmit challenges. This means that the implemen-

tation should not depend on a clock derived from the data received

or an external reader. As RFID tokens all derive their system clock

from the reader, and currently contain no independent clock source,

we suggest that the channel logic should be implemented using asyn-

chronous logic that functions independently of the system clock. In

theory, the prover’s asynchronous logic and delay lines could be influ-

enced, e.g. changing the temperature, although this would be difficult

without having physical access to the prover’s token, for example when

covertly reading an RFID token in the victim’s pocket. In the case of
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distance fraud we assume that a dishonest prover can decrease td to

zero, although the signal propagating over a longer distance will cause

additional delay.

4. Proposed communication channels for distance-bounding

Published proposals for the implementation of RFID distance-bounding

channels are currently confined to the HF RFID environment [13, 23, 27],

although there are also some proposals for creating unforgeable RF channels

that could be applied to prevent relay attacks, such as [7, 6].

4.1. Unforgeable channels

Several proposals attempt to construct unforgeable channels. If the ver-

ifier could reliably determine whether the source of the transmission is the

legitimate prover. The basic principle in this case is that the proxy-prover

will not be able to impersonate the real prover if he cannot exactly replicate

the communication channel characteristics. For example, Alkassar, et al. [1]

suggested that the use of channel-hopping radio could prevent relay attacks,

as the attacker would find it difficult to track the prover’s communication .

This method, however does not provide for distance estimation apart from

’in communication range’ and a dishonest prover is in position to commit dis-

tance fraud. The verifier can also try to uniquely identify the prover by using

the physical characteristics of the channel. Rasmussen and Čapkun proposed

that a verifier can construct a unique ‘fingerprint’ for each prover in a sensor

network environment by using the attributes of the received RF signal [26]

and this principle has been extended to RFID tokens by Danev et al. [6]. A

proposal by DeJean and Kirovski [7] would allow a prover to identify itself by
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intentionally making its channel characteristics unique . This is achieved by

placing a random constellation of conductive and/or dielectric objects within

the token, which would alter the near-field response of a token when exposed

to RF signals. Neither of these methods provide any accurate proximity in-

formation apart from ‘in communication range’, nor do they protect against

a fraudulent prover. If the ’fingerprint’ is strong, i.e. difficult to forge, this

method could detect the use of a proxy device and therefore discourage either

a relay or a terrorist fraud being executed.

Further proposals hide additional information within the transmitted

data. In a scheme by Hu, et al. [17], geographical information, referred

to as packet leashes, are added to transmitted data. This method, however,

requires the verifier to know its location, which disqualifies it for two-party

distance-bounding as it requires collaboration with additional parties. Kuhn

[21] proposed that the prover transmits a hidden ‘watermark’ along with the

data, which is subsequently revealed, so that the verifier can retroactively

check whether the data it received was transmitted by the prover. These

methods do discourage relay attacks, as the attacker would not be able to

modify the source location information or recreate the watermark when relay-

ing the data. Both these methods, however, are vulnerable if the prover acts

dishonestly. The dishonest prover could reveal the watermark to an accom-

plice, i.e. commit terrorist fraud, or simply send fraudulent information to

the verifier,i.e. commit distance fraud ,either by misrepresenting geographi-

cal information or by influencing the time-of-arrival GPS distance estimate

by sending an incorrect transmission time.
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4.2. Carrier sampling

There are two proposals for a distance-bounding channel where the ver-

ifier directly samples the modulated carrier. This means that the verifier

could determine the prover’s response without performing traditional demod-

ulation and decoding, thus reducing communication channel latency. Both

proposals are tailored to the HF RFID environment and depend on the load

modulation process, which allows the token to amplitude modulate the car-

rier transmitted by the reader.

In the proposal by Munilla, et al. [23], the reader transmits a periodic

sequence of pulses that are 100% ASK modulated onto the carrier. The

pulses act as synchronization bits with the periods in between, when the

carrier is off, referred to as slots. In some slots, the reader will switch on

the carrier for a short period of time to indicate that it wants a response.

An example of how successive bits are exchanged is shown in Figure 2(a).

The token knows when to expect these requests and preemptively switches

its impedance to indicate the answer. When the reader then switches on the

carrier, the envelope of the signal rises immediately to a level that indicates

the token’s answer state. To determine the tokens’s response, the reader

continuously samples the envelope of the carrier until it finishes rising and

becomes stable, e.g. two successive samples are equal. Once the envelope

reaches this steady state the verifier checks the amplitude level to see whether

load modulation is on or off. The time it takes until the two levels can be

reliably distinguished, and the difference between the envelope amplitude for

the two states, depend on the distance between the token and the reader.

The reader times from the point when it switches on the carrier, and the
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(a) Example of a bit exchange sequence.

(b) Timing of a single bit exchange.

Figure 2: The void-challenge distance-bounding channel.

envelope starts rising, until the token’s response is determined, as shown in

Figure 2(b). The authors state that the timing resolution of the channel is

less than 1 µs. Since the token knows when the reader will issue a challenge,

and is in fact expected to respond preemptively, i.e. it knows the response

before receiving the challenge, this implementation does not allow for the

prevention of distance fraud. The token would also need to be protected

against a proxy-reader transmitting a weak carrier, which appears to the
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token to be ‘off’, to probe the state of the load early. Another practical

requirement that must be taken into account it that the carrier, which is

switched off regularly to indicate the slots, is also the source of power for the

token so the duration of the slots must be chosen accordingly.

(a) Example of a challenge-response sequence.

(b) Timing the start of the token’s response.

Figure 3: Accurately timing the token’s response by early modulation detection.

The proposal by Reid, et al. assumes that the token will reply after

a fixed time twait [27]. In practice the token waits for a pre-determined

number of cycles of the 13.56 MHz carrier, which would synchronise its re-
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sponse to an accuracy of 1/13.56 MHz = 75 ns. The reader times from the

end of its command to the moment that the response is detected, with the

distance-bounding time measurement then taken as tm − twait. An example

of a challenge-response sequence is shown in Figure 3(a). The time at which

the response is received is measured using a special detector that tries to

determine the exact moment that the amplitude of the carrier is first modu-

lated. This involves sampling the peaks of the HF carrier and comparing the

latest sample to a threshold calculated from the eight previous samples. The

resolution of the system is once again dependent on the distance between the

token and the reader, with the authors stating that a 300 ns resolution was

obtained when the token and the reader were 4–5 cm apart.

This channel could be vulnerable to distance fraud if the prover does not

wait twait and transmits its response pre-emptively. The authors also state

their assumption that the token is protected against overclocking, where an

attacker tries to speed up the prover’s processing time by increasing the

externally supplied clock, and that the RF carrier operates within the ± 7

kHz tolerance specified by the relevant standard. However, this does not seem

to be a valid assumption for tokens currently available. It has been practically

demonstrated that contactless tokens can be made to send the response 10-30

µsearlier if the attacker influences the system clock by transmitting a carrier

of higher frequency [14].

4.3. Ultra-wideband pulses

Hancke and Kuhn proposed a crude ultra-wideband channel for near-field

RFID systems [13] that aims to reduce latency that the attacker can exploit

while also allowing for accurate distance measurement. Making the bit period
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as short as possible would limit the time potentially gained by an attacker

but this requirement might compromise the reliability of the channel. If this

is the case the distance-bounding protocol using this channel would need

to allow for bit errors during the timed exchange stage. The reader and the

token use the 13.56 MHz carrier for loose synchronization and the response is

sent immediately after receiving the challenge using an asynchronous circuit

which limits the effect of overclocking attacks. A challenge and response bit

exchange occurs on each rising edge, where the signal changes from a low to

a high amplitude, of the carrier, as shown in Figure 4(a).

The reader starts timing on the zero-crossing of the carrier, waits for tt,

and then transmits the challenge bit Ci. The token also waits for the zero-

crossing of the carrier before it starts the sampling process. The sampling

time ts is fixed and dependent on the token’s hardware implementation. The

reader tries to ensure that the token samples C ′

i correctly by adjusting delay

tt ≈ ts, essentially aligning the challenge bit period with the time the token

samples. By varying the delay tt during the first few values of i until a delay

has been found that results in the correct response bits, the reader can adjust

itself automatically to any component tolerances and instabilities that may

affect the exact sampling time in the token. After a brief processing delay

td the prover transmits a response bit Ri. After time tm the reader samples

the channel to determine R′

i.

In a very simple implementation, the reader is equipped with two ad-

justable delay circuits. The first delay tt is used to position the challenge bit

such that the token has the best chance to sample the challenge bit correctly.

The second delay element tm is used to time the moment after the zero-
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crossing when the reader has the best chance to sample the incoming Ri bit

correctly. It is up to the reader to repeat the protocol and try different values

for tt and tm until R′

i matches the expected result well. The total number of

bits exchanged n should be chosen large enough such that enough bits remain

to satisfy the security requirement of the challenge-response phase after the

delay-element adjustment phase. In a more sophisticated implementation the

verifier samples a response for multiple delays that are of interest, and then

searches in the recorded results for the lowest value tm with an acceptable

response. In neither case are high clock-frequency circuits, or precise refer-

ence frequencies, needed in the token. The timing of a single bit exchange is

shown in Figure 4(b).

The propagation time tp can then be calculated by the reader as follows:

tp = (tm − tt − td)/2. As with all the other channels presented here, a

prover could commit distance fraud if it managed to decrease the expected td.

Minimizing td limits the amount of time the attacker could gain. Drimer and

Murdoch recently used a similar technique to implement distance bounding

to prevent relay attacks against contact smart cards [10].

5. Practical design for a near-field bit-exchange channel

The UWB channel approach described in Section 4.3 is the most suitable

for implementing secure distance-bounding when taking into account the po-

tential timing accuracy and the fact that it limits both relay attacks and

distance fraud. Ultra-Wideband (UWB) communication has already been

successfully implemented in active RFID systems for localisation [33], and

also proposed for passive UHF RFID systems [35, 24]. UWB communication
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(a) Example of a bit-exchange sequence.

(b) Timing of a single bit exchange.

Figure 4: Ultra-wideband pulse exchange using carrier synchronisation.

implements carrierless data transmission. This simplifies the transmitter and

receiver architectures, which potentially results in small, inexpensive and low-

power hardware. The allocated bandwidth allows for a large channel capac-

ity, while the communication can be made resilient to noise and multi-path

effects [12]. UWB channels can also be used for distance measurements with

resolution of 30 cm or less [11]. Existing UWB channels are, however, pri-

marily intended for data transfer, which means that they implement packet

formatting to synchronise communication and increase reliability, which is
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not ideal for secure distance bounding applications. Tippenhauer and Cap-

kun describe a distance-bounding implementation using off-the-shelf UWB

equipment but this approach is more suited to wireless sensor network ap-

plications [31].

The implementation of an elementary UWB distance-bounding channel

for RFID tokens therefore remains a technical challenge. The initial chan-

nel proposal [13] did include some ideas on how to implement the chan-

nel, e.g. variable delay line to aid in synchronization and shift registers for

storing R0 and R1, but practical issues such as generating synchronisation

from the shared carrier, defining an accurate system timing model, building

pulse transmitter/receiver architectures and implementing suitable response

lookup and delay line circuits were not addressed. In this section, we describe

a more detailed practical implementation for this channel, as shown in Fig-

ure 5. The symbol definitions and corresponding timing diagram are shown

in Figures 6 and 7, while relevant variable definitions are shown in Table 1.

The described channel implementation permits multiple exchanges of single

challenge and response bits, and is tailored to protocols that prescribe this

format of timed exchange, such as [13, 4, 3, 27, 32, 20, 19] and the single-bit

exchange variant of [22].

The verifier starts by generating a suitable synchronization signal, e.g.

an RF carrier. This signal is used to generate a clear timing reference, such

as a rising edge, by both the verifier (Sync V ), and the prover (Sync P).

If the challenge bit C is ‘1’ the transmitter will wait tt after the timing

reference and then instruct the transmitter to send a pulse. The time taken

by the transmitter to generate and drive the pulse signal onto the antenna
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Figure 5: Overview of a wideband pulse distance-bounding system.

is tTX. The transmitter’s output is represented in the timing diagram by

the signal VTX. The prover waits for ts after the timing reference signal and

then samples its receiver’s output PRX to produce the signal C Pulse. The

prover allows for the time tRX its receiver takes to detect and amplify the

pulse signal. C Pulse is then used to switch a 2-to-1 multiplexer to select

one of R0 or R1 as a response. The output of a 2-1 multiplexer is one of two

input signals determined by the state of a switching input, and can therefore

be used to choose from the two possible response by using the value of the

challenge as the switching input. The output of the multiplexer MUX Out

cannot be connected directly to the prover’s transmitter. Due to the physical

characteristics of a multiplexer, i.e. one path requires an additional NOT

function, the time it takes to change the output when the input changes
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Figure 6: Symbol definitions.

from ‘1’ to ‘0’ might be different from when the input changes from ‘0’ to ‘1’.

This would make td dependent on C and complicate the round-trip timing.

Connecting the multiplexer output directly to the transmitter also introduces

a security vulnerability since it is possible for both R0 and R1 to appear on

the multiplexer’s output during each exchange cycle of the protocol. For

example, if the previous C Pulse was ‘1’ then the multiplexer will output

R1 to start with, and then changes to R0 if the current challenge is ‘0’.

This might allow a proxy-prover to read out both response sequences, which

would allow a proxy-prover to execute the protocol with 100% success. From

a practical perspective the transmitter also requires a rising edge to generate

a response pulse, which would not happen if two consecutive responses are

‘1’. These issues are solved by adding a switch to output the current response

to the transmitter once the output of the multiplexer is stable. The prover

waits for time tr before generating a pulse TX Pulse which switches the
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multiplexer output through to the receiver. The ‘off’ state of the switch is

‘0’ so a reponse of ‘1’ will also generate the required rising edge to drive the

transmitter. The falling edge, where the signal changes from a high to a low

amplitude, of TX Pulse can also be used to clock in the next values of R0

and R1. The width of the resultant R Pulse can be adjusted by changing the

width tw of TX Pulse. The response is transmitted back to the verifier, once

again incurring some transmitting, receiving and propagation delay in the

prover’s transmitter and verifier’s receiver, as indicated by signals PTX and

VRX . Finally, the verifier samples its receiver’s output tm after the timing

reference to determine response R.

Figure 7: System timing diagram.

The delay lines in the prover, tr and ts, are fixed and it is assumed

that these, along with td, are predictable and known by the verifier. The
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tm Round Trip Time measurement taken by Verifier

Sync V Synchronisation signal generated by Verifier

Sync P Synchronisation signal received by Prover

tt Time delay after Sync V that the Verifier transmits challenge C

ts Time delay after Sync P that the Prover samples challenge C

te Synchronisation time error between Sync V and Sync P

tp Propagation time between Verifier and Prover

tr The Prover’s response delay, i.e the time between

Sync P and calculating the response

td The Prover’s processing time, i.e. the time between

Sync P and transmitting response R

tw The width of the challenge/response pulse

tTX Time delay in transmitter circuit of prover and verifier

tRX Time delay in receiver circuit of prover and verifier

Table 1: Variable definitions

delays in the verifier, ts and tm, are adjustable and should be configured

during the early stages of the protocol. The expected round-trip time is

tm ≈ 2 · tp + td + te + tRX, where te is the synchronization error between

the time references in the prover and verifier. In near-field communication

systems the expected propagation time is almost neglible, i.e. 10 cm is 300

ps, and the verifier should have an estimate for td and tRX, so it can make

a reasonable first approximation of tm. At this stage the prover keeps re-

sponding with a ‘1’, while the verifier increases tm to the minimum value at

which this response can be sampled reliably. Once the verifier completes his
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adjustment it transmits a nonce to the prover, which indicates that the first

calibration step is complete, and is also used to calculate R1 and R0. Dur-

ing the initial cryptographic exchanges the verifier will adjust tt to ensure

that the prover samples C reliably. It is assumed that the prover cannot

provide the correct response if it does not receive the correct C. The veri-

fier sets tt to the maximum value at which the majority of the responses it

receives are correct, which should results in tt ≈ te. ts should have been set

to tTX + tRX + tp, with tp → 0, so if the prover cannot sample the challenge

this is due to an error in the synchronization of the timing references. The

uncertainty introduced by this synchronisation error can be accommodated

in the distance bound as it is effectively measured by the value of tt. Once

tm and tt have been set, the verifier can evaluate the distance bound. Ideally,

the verifier wants to calculate d = c · tp but he only has an approximate

round-trip time measurement tm, which includes various processing delays in

addition to 2 · tp. It should also be kept in mind that the timing resolution of

tm is dependent on the pulse width and sampling method used, as described

in the constraints on page 11. If the response is sampled once, as shown

in Figure 1, the actual round-trip can be anywhere between tm − tw/2 and

tm + tw/2. As the upper bound, i.e. the furthest distance the prover can be

from the verifier, is required the verifier should allow for the latter time in

his distance bound calculation. From Figure 7 and taking into account that

tt ≈ te the round-trip time can be defined as follows:

tm ≈ 2 · tp + td + tt + tRX + tw/2 (1)

When the distance bound is calculated two attacks should be considered:

a relay attack by a third party attacker and distance fraud by a dishonest
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prover. For the relay attack we assume that the third party attacker, who

controls a proxy-prover and proxy-verifier, introduces no extra delay except

the additional propagation time of the relayed communication. A third party

attacker cannot decrease delay times, such as tr and ts, in the real prover as

these are determined by asynchronous delay lines. There are arguments that

delay lines can be sped up by cooling the token [10]. This requires that

the prover’s hardware is controlled by the attacker as it is not practically

feasible to remotely cool the circuit, e.g. it is difficult to covertly spray liquid

nitrogen on a victim’s purse or pocket. As a result, the attacker cannot

make the real prover answer earlier than expected and the verifier can store

an accurate estimate of the processing time td of the real prover. If it is

assumed that the attacker has the necessary control of the token to heavily

influence its internal functioning then the security analysis of the system

should rather use the distance-bound calculation taking into account the

possibility of distance fraud. Similarly, we also assume that the attacker

cannot manipulate the delay introduced by the receiver circuits in the prover

and verifier. As a result the verifier also has an accurate estimate of the

delay tRX caused by his receiver circuitry. The verifier can then subtract the

estimates of td and tRX along with tt, which was set earlier by the verifier,

from tm to get an accurate approximation of tp. In the case of a relay attack

the distance bound d can therefore be calculated as follows:

d = c · (tm − tt − td − tRX)/2 (2)

Substituting the approximation for tm given in Equation 1 this simplifies to

d = c · (tp + tw/4) (3)
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A dishonest prover can decrease his processing time td by implementing

new receiver, transmitter and response look-up circuits that introduce less

delay. Although it is probably not practically feasible, we consider the worst

case scenario and assume that the dishonest prover could reduce his process-

ing time td to zero, i.e. reply instantaneously without any delay. If td = 0

is substituted in Equation 1 the round-trip time measurement taken by the

verifier becomes

tm ≈ 2 · tp + tt + tRX + tw/2 (4)

Substituting this modified estimate of tm into Equation 2 results in

d = c · ((tp + tw/4) − td/2) (5)

If the distance bound is calculated in this way, a fraudulent prover could

therefore be up to d = c · td/2 further away and still appear within accept-

able distance. For example, if the processing time is decreased by 12 ns then

the dishonest prover could afford an additional 6 ns in the propagation time

tp, which means he can be approximately 2 m further from the verifier with-

out his fraud being detected. A verifier allowing for distance fraud should

therefore take into account that his expected value for td is not correct. As

a result, the verifier does not use this estimate when calculating the distance

bound. This approach results in a valid distance bound for both honest

and dishonest provers, even though the actual distance to a honest prover

is probably less since he does introduce processing delay td. It should, how-

ever, be remembered that the distance bound is not the actual distance to

the prover. It is simply an upper bound on the distance between the verifier

and the prover, i.e. the prover is within d, and if allowing for a dishonest
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prover the worst case should be taken into account. If the verifier allows for

possible distance fraud then the distance bound d should be calculated as

d = c · (tm − tt − tRX)/2 (6)

Substituting the approximation for tm given in Equation 1 this simplifies to:

d = c · (tp + td/2 + tw/4) (7)

6. Proof-of-concept implementation

We performed some practical experiments focusing on three key functions:

synchronisation, pulse transmission and asynchronous lookup. The electronic

circuits described here are by no means the only solution, nor are they meant

as reference designs for a commercial distance-bounding channel. Our goal

was only to show that it is possible to implement these functions within a

near-field environment using limited resources. The basic building blocks,

e.g. delay lines, are based on reference designs, which we obtained from

electronic circuit sources like [16].

6.1. Synchronisation

Earlier it was suggested that the carrier could be used for providing a time

reference point. This was, however, not as straight forward as it appeared

at first. The transmitted and the received versions of carrier are not exactly

synchronised. This is to be expected since the prover token is in effect a

complex rather then real load, which will cause a phase shift in the carrier

on the token’s side. In HF RFID systems the reader and token are inductively

coupled, which means that the token is within the magnetic field (H-field)
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of the reader. In other words, an alternating RF signal transmitted by the

reader will induce a current to flow in the wound antenna coil of the token,

which would result in a similar signal being generated on the antenna of the

token. To optimise the transfer of power from the reader the token contains

a resonant circuit constructed by connecting a capacitor (C) in parallel to

the inductor (L) formed by the antenna coils. The resonant circuit amplifies

the carrier signal if it corresponds to the circuit’s resonant frequency, e.g. in

HF systems the resonant frequency f = (1/2π
√

LC) = 13.56MHz. When

dealing with alternating signals in the presence if of inductors and capacitors

the behaviour of the signal is modeled using complex mathematics. In this

case the effect of these components on the signal, i.e. the impedance, is

represented by both an imaginary and real component, which essentially

means that these components can influence both the amplitude of the signal

and the phase of the signal. The phase of the signal is a representation of

how the signal shifts in time in comparison to the original signal, i.e. how

much it is delayed.

The phase shift between the reader’s version of the carrier and the to-

ken’s version depends on the capacitive and inductive components used in

both the reader and token. Even if readers and tokens are similar in design

there is a potential difference in component values. Readers usually contain

an adjustable capacitor in the transmission circuit and there is a degree of

variability in fixed-value components present in the token. To practically

investigate this concept we build several resonant circuits attached to card-

sized antenna coils. We then induced a carrier signal in these circuits using a

selection of readers. In each case we compared the signal transmitted by the
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reader to the signal available on the token’s antenna. In general the error

was minimal (te < 10 ns), with some exceptions (te ≈ 25 ns). The syn-

chronisation error should, however, compensated for in the distance bound

calculation by the value of tt.

If the unmodified carrier is used for synchronisation, the period of the

HF carrier places a restriction on the maximum round trip time that can be

measured. In a 13.56 MHz RFID system, tm would need to be less than 73

ns since the prover should ideally be allowed to respond before being issued

with another challenge. This also places restrictions on td, tRX and tt, which

complicates the channel further. The prover and the verifier should therefore

use a lower frequency synchronization signal derived from the carrier. This

could be done by implementing a frequency divider, i.e. binary counter, in

both the prover and verifier. At the start of the protocol the counters would

need to be synchronised. This could possibly be done by resetting them if the

carrier is switched off. Once the carrier is switched on again, both counters

start on the first rising edge of the carrier. Their output will obviously also

be influenced by any carrier synchronisation error.

Transmitting a pulse while the carrier is on also complicates the receiver

architecture, as the receiver needs to distinguish a relatively weak pulse in

the presence of a strong carrier. An alternative solution would be to switch

the carrier off and use an envelope detector in both the prover and the verifier

to perform synchronisation. When the verifier wishes to transmit a challenge

it switches off the carrier and both parties generate a time reference when

the falling edge of the envelope passes through a set threshold. The differ-

ence in the amplitudes of the transmitted and the received carrier can be
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compensated for by making the threshold a percentage of the average carrier

amplitude, rather than a fixed reference value. The synchronisation accuracy

is effected by the component tolerances and phase of the carrier in the prover

and verifier. Once again, these factors are compensated for in the distance

bound calculation by the value of tt.

Figure 8: The transmitter and receiver architectures.

6.1.1. Pulse transmission

The simplest solution is to implement an on-off keyed pulse channel, i.e.

pulse is ‘1’, nothing is a ‘0’. The only drawback of this channel is that

there will be no verifiable timing information when the response is ‘0’, as

nothing will be transmitted. This would make this channel unsuitable for

doing distance estimation using a single exchange. However, taking into

account that the channel is meant to be used in a distance-bounding protocol

performing multiple exchanges, and that the verifier is only interested in the
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answer at time tm, this method is sufficient. The transmitter and receiver

architectures are shown in Figure 8.

The transmitter generates a pulse of width tw when a rising edge occurs

on its input. The pulse generator can be constructed in a similar way as

described earlier. The pulse is then transmitted using a buffer capable of

sourcing enough current to drive the signal onto a small loop antenna. This

buffer could be an amplifier, or simply multiple logic gates with the same out-

put. The receiver also uses a small loop antenna, connected to an amplifier.

This architecture works well when the pulse is not transmitted at the same

time as the carrier. The first rising edge of the received signal is then used to

generate a ‘new’ pulse of width tw. This provides the sampler with a clean

input pulse, irrespective of the quality of the received signal. The sampler is

a D-type flip-flop (74HC74), clocked by an external sampling signal. We con-

sider a design using a loop antenna as this technology is predominantly used

in near-field tokens already and the process and cost of adding an additional

loop should be minimal and based on existing designs.

6.2. Asynchronous response circuit

The prover needs to implement two delay lines, a multiplexer and a re-

sponse switch. We assume that R0 and R1 are pre-loaded into two shift

registers, and that they are both clocked onto the multiplexer inputs well

before C is received. Alternatively, the next (R0, R1) pair can also be com-

puted by iterating a pseudo random-bit generator well before C is received.

A circuit that could be used to choose, and clock out the required response

is shown in Figure 9. The entire circuit can be implemented using discrete

logic and passive components.
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The multiplexer is implemented using NOT (74HC04) and NAND (74HC00)

logic gates, and outputs Rx where x is the value of the input. The input,

C Pulse, is the value sampled by the receiver after delay ts. A delay line is

implemented using NOT logic gates and an RC-network, which decrease the

rise, or fall, time of the applied edge. Since the signal rises, or falls, more

slowly it reaches the L ↔ H threshold of the next gate later, which results

in the output being a delayed version of the original signal edge. A similar

delay line is implemented for tr. The delayed edge then triggers a pulse gen-

erator, built using NOT gates and an RC-network. If a rising edge is applied

to the RC-network the output immediately goes to a high level, but as the

capacitor charges the level drops down again. If this charge-discharge cycle

is applied to the input of a logic gate a pulse is generated at the output.

In this case the positive pulse TX Pulse is used to switch the output of the

multiplexer to the transmitter. The switch is implemented using an AND

(74HC08) logic gate.

Figure 9: The prover’s asynchronous circuit for choosing the response.
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6.3. Experimental results

We implemented a simplified version of the proposed distance-bounding

channel design. The experimental hardware implementation included:

• Two TX–RX links implementing a duplex channel between the prover

and verifier.

• Delay lines tt, tm, tr and ts.

• An asynchronous lookup circuit.

C, R0 and R1 was implemented with user controlled switches and the

delay lines tm and tt was adjusted manually. For the experiment a 100 kHz

clock signal, connected to both the prover and verifier, was used for synchro-

nisation. This is not realistic, but allowed us to simulate synchronization

errors by delaying the signal to the prover. Some initial results are shown

in Figure 10. The width of the transmitted pulses was approximately 10 ns,

although in the figure the prover’s receiver generates a wider C Pulse. This

was to show that a narrow pulse can be stretched to provide the prover with

a greater time window to sample correctly. This would simplify the initial

setup when adjusting tt as it shortens the time taken before the prover sam-

ples at the right time and starts responding with the correct responses. The

security of the distance bound is not affected since tt will still be adjusted

to the maximum value, i.e. where the prover samples just after the pulse

edge. If te was zero the experimental system had a round trip time tm of

approximately 75 ns. tRX of the verifier was approximately 14 ns.
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(a) C = 0 and R = 0 (b) C = 1 and R = 1

(c) C = 1 and R = 0 (d) C = 0 and R = 1

Figure 10: Different bit exchanges on the experimental distance-bounding channel. The

top trace shows the synchronising edge, the second trace shows the output of the prover’s

receiver, the third trace shows the output of the verifier’s receiver and the bottom trace

shows the response sampled by the verifier after tm. The initial state, the left hand side,

of the bottom trace shows the response sampled during the previous exchange.
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Given that the propagation time in a near-field system is negligible, tp ≈
300 ps while tm ≈ 75 ns, tp effectively tends toward zero. As a result Equation

3 on page 29 and Equation 7 on 31 can be modified to c · (tw/4) and c ·
(td/2+ tw/4) respectively. If the measured round-trip time tm in this channel

implementation is 75 ns the upper bound on the distance is calculated as

follows:

• An honest prover is within d = c · (2.5 ns) ≈ 1 m of the verifier, even

if a third party attacker executed a relay attack.

• If the prover is not trusted and in a position to execute distance fraud,

the verifier concludes that the prover is within d = c · (60 ns/2+2.5) ≈
11 m.

The accuracy and integrity of a distance estimate based on a single

challenge-response exchange is crucial to a distance-bounding protocol. How-

ever, the number of challenge-response exchanges that can be performed is

also relevant to the security of the protocol. The probability that an attacker

would be able to successfully execute a distance fraud or a relay attack is

dependent on the number of challenge-response exchanges made. For exam-

ple, the success probability of an attacker committing a distance fraud or

a relay attack against the protocol proposed by Brands and Chaum [2] is

(1/2)n, where n is the number of challenge-response bits exchanged. These

probabilities vary from protocol to protocol, e.g. the relay attack probability

for the protocol proposed by Hancke and Kuhn is only (3/4)n [13]. The exact

reasons for some protocol having different attack resistance are outside the

scope of this paper, but it is clear that some protocols would therefore require
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more exchanges to take place to achieve an equivalent level of security. In HF

RFID systems, the protocols might be required to complete within a limited

transaction time due to operational constraints. One example is a transport

system where an e-ticket needs to be efficiently validated as to maximise the

throughput of travelers during busy periods. The practical transaction limit

for such a transaction has been stated to be 350 ms [29]. In our proof-of-

concept implementation we did not try to optimise the repetition rate of the

challenge-response exchanges. However, the channel did reliably exchange

a challenge-response pair every 10 µs, as the practical exchange repetition

rate was essentially the same as the frequency of the experimental synchro-

nization signal (100 kHz). This means that a distance-bounding protocol

with n = 128 would complete the exchange stage in little more than 1 ms

(1.28 ms). A distance-bounding protocol is only one of several operations

that would need to be executed during a transaction, but the time needed

by the channel to exchange a relatively large amount of challenge-response

bits is not significant. For example, the time taken to exchange n = 128

would comprise less than 0.5% of the total time allowed for the transport

transaction mentioned above.

7. Conclusion

Vulnerabilities in the underlying communication channel undermine the

security of distance-bounding protocols. Conventional communication chan-

nels are therefore unsuitable for implementing distance-bounding protocols.

Special consideration must be given to the communication channel used for

distance bounding, and the designer must include any potential vulnerabili-
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ties into the final distance bound estimate. Ideally, distance bounding should

be implemented using a specially designed channel. Current relay-resistant

channel designs are based on promising ideas but are not yet a complete so-

lution. For example, unforgeable channels provide no distance information,

and might be vulnerable to distance fraud, carrier sampling techniques pre-

sented for the RFID environment fail to protect against distance fraud and

UWB channels suitable for distance-bounding have not been been practically

implemented in the RFID environment.

A channel exchanging single short pulses would offer the best distance-

bounding characteristics but would require specially designed hardware. We

describe how a bit-exchange channel could be implemented in the near-field

environment using an improvised wideband-pulse channel. The design takes

into account the identified system considerations and it is shown how key

functions of this design could be achieved using simple hardware. Some

practical results are also presented from an experimental bit-exchange chan-

nel based on this design. The described channel implementation permits

multiple exchanges of single challenge and response bits, and could therefore

be used to implement a number of distance-bounding protocols in litera-

ture, such as [13, 4, 3, 27, 32, 20, 19] and the single-bit exchange variant

of [22]. The experimental hardware bounds d ≈ 1 m for an honest prover

and d ≈ 11 m for a fraudulent prover. This compares favourably to existing

proposals, which do not consider distance fraud and bounds 1 µs
∆≈ 300 m

and 300 ns
∆≈ 100 m, while also requiring modifications to the reader and

token. We hope that this work will encourage further research on imple-

menting communication channels for distance-bounding protocols and the
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development of a prototype contactless token that implements these chan-

nels to execute distance-bounding protocols. The antenna design, bit-error

rate, exchange repetition rate and the operating range for active and passive

tokens should also be investigated further.
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